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Reunited with his friends Hui Yue is out to gain revenge on their behalf. On the road to revenge Hui

Yue finds that not everything goes as he had planned and with the sudden revelation of the Grave

of the Unknown, Hui Yue takes the chance to gain plenty of rewards, yet with rewards of this size

comes dangers equally dangerous. Hui Yue is still caught in the world where only the strongest

survive on his road towards vengeance.
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The story starts with Hue return to the capital of his home country to reunite with his friends.

Welcomed by his friends he learns what happened to the family of two of his friends in Book 1 and

he decides to help them take revenge. What follows is of course training, learning new things and

raiding a tomb. Throughout the book we also learn a bit more about the world, how cultivation works

and how challenging Hue's ultimate goal is going to be. The book sticks to the tropes of the genre

with several interesting changes which to me are for the best.While I like the story, especially how



Hue honestly helps his friends, needs others to get ahead and has a much better pacing compared

to part 3, the writing style at times feels a bit disjointed. It is a bit repetative and there are several

spots where I had to reread the paragraph several times to make sense of what was happening due

to bad sentence structure or mixing up names. Calling somebody who is at most two years older

than Hue an older man also feels odd. Except for Hue, the personalities of others also feel a bit flat

and the same, but that might be an effect of the writing style. Emotions have a tendency to be

exaggarated. Finally, reminding yourself not to use a technique because you want to keep it secret

two or three scenes *after* using said techniques in full view on the streets is a bit odd.All in all, I

liked the story and I will continue reading the series, but the writing needs some work.

The fourth book in this series is very much about revenge and price people will pay for hurting the

MC's "family". The book came out earlier than expected but perhaps this should not have been a

surprise as the author is nothing if not prolific. If you have not read the first three books in the series,

I suggest you do so before taking on book four as it does help to maintain the continuity.As for book

four, I loved it and forced myself to take longer than usual to read it. The OP fun is very much in

evidence as the pressure mounts and the MC gets a better feel as to just how far he needs to go to

take on the big bad on anything like equal terms. It is also a book about friendship and revenge,

adventure and danger, power and the price thereof, and the foolishness of underestimating the MC.

I loved the most recent installment of the series, the entire book is well thought out and flows well.

The developments of the book are still very engaging and I loved the entire book! The only reason I

don't give it five stars is because of a few errors here and there but it is a solid 4.5 at the very least

and when it gets edited I will update my review to 5 stars! Other than the few errors(wich were

nothing more than a few incorrect words here and there) I loved the book the entire way through.

Can't wait to read the next book!

I do not write reviews, but in the case of this series I will. This series has allowed me to see in the

the writes world. This branch of the series is no step child's to the previous chapter of this series. I

loved it and will be looking for more from this author.

Only four stars because of some typos and grammar problems not in any way story breaking. Love

the series and ready for next installment in what might be my next favourite series of all time.



It's a good book but there are to many typos and the book can feel awkward or weird in its writing

style from time to time.

The story is great. However there are many places where a word is missing or misspelled. Often

you can figure out what is meant but it disrupts the flow of the book. Also sometimes there is a

repeated paragraph or in extreme cases chapter. However when considering the price and story, it

is well worth it to buy and read this book

This book by far ties up some of the loose ends with his friends and introduces new adventures. I

am very happy that he is progressing in his growth. I look forward to the next books on Hue Yue and

his friends. I don't want to spoil anything about this book . I will say that it is well worth the read and

you will not be disappointed.
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